
Œ  Quick name search is on every page: search 
names, titles, pen names,                  
nicknames, and colloquial names

� Browse by occupation or religious affliation

Ž Browse by theme

� Download ODNB podcast episodes

� Explore featured biographical articles

� Discover a new Life of the Day, everyday
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1. THE HOMEPAGE

The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography is the national 

record of men and women who have shaped British 

history and culture, worldwide, from the Romans to the 

21st century. The dictionary offers concise, up-to-date 

biographies written by named, specialist authors.

WHAT YOU CAN FIND
•  Over 60,000 biographies of influential figures from British history

•  With over 11,000 portrait images, the ODNB boasts the largest 
selection of national portraiture ever published

•  Regular updates throughout the year extend coverage into the 21st 
century, whilst also adding new biographies across all historical 
periods
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2. THE HELP PAGE

Œ  Take a virtual tour of the site to learn about 
key features

� Explore Frequently Asked Questions

Ž  Read answers to common technical 
questions

� Access MARC records, usage statistics, and  
        account management on the Customer  
        Services page
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Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
The people who shaped the history of the British Isles and beyond

Visit www.oxforddnb.com for information, videos, tours, learning resources and more.
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3. WORKING WITH SEARCH RESULTS
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4. NAVIGATING ARTICLES
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SEARCH TIPS: Run a blank search by clicking in the search box and hitting enter to browse lists and search options 
You can also limit or widen your search results by using these search rules: 
Special characters: you need not enter accented letters in order to find words that contain accents

Wildcards: wildcard * may be used to replace letters of which you are unsure. * may be used in place of one or more 
letters; for example, c*t will find cat, cut, and cot, but also carat, clot, count, chat, etc.

Visit www.oxforddnb.com for information, videos, tours, learning resources and more.
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Œ  View by birth or death date, or in 
alphabetical order

� Modify your search or search               
        within results by adding a term

Ž Filter results in a number of ways                                                                   
        including articles vs. images, type,                  
        articles containing, sex, life event,                    
        occupation, and religious affliation.  

Œ  Navigate between related people with the 
hyperlinks in the article

� View references

Ž  Discover related Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography entries

� Download a PDF, save, email, share, or cite  
        content
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